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A nuyier of s t ruc tu ra l and chsaical invest igat ions (1-6) have
ahovs tha t , even though protein molecules possess a high degree of
3£C02d)£.r7 s t ruc tu re , they hsvs nu-seroue component segneet-. which
eshi- iu substant ia l f luctuations froa t h e i r native confoncations.
A ae^Grity of these fluctuations represent a local ized denatur-
ecioa sf s c a l l por t ioas of the s t ruc tu re ar.d r e s u l t from the
E£tu~al eqts5.1ibritita bst=reen pro te in-prc te in and protein-solvent
iaiars£iicti3^ Aithouga ao?t of these f luctuations probably have
li t t i : - . direct effect ov. tha regions responsible for functional
£cti?it5 - of the prots i t i , a grovicg V0G7 of evidence ind ica tes that
cenforsatioaal charge i s an inper tent ingredient in a s igni f icant
number of biological processes (7-10) .

Sacause of i t s importance to tha v.udarstanning of biological
procsae?5, protein dyesraica i s cur ren t ly a subject of intensely
act ive inves t iga t ion . Tha effects of protein folding on the
exx>2-!t end nature of tha p ro te in ' s dynamic E0t?.ons, the i n t e r ac -
t ion of chs prcteir . *»i£h i t s envelope of solvent, and the vay the
sc-Iva'tit i s involved i a the phanew.'eaon of dynamic mobil i ty involve
qus2ii?!i3 on topics about which knowledge i s s t i l l very fragmen-
tary . Therefore, t ev iaforaat ioa t h s t can be used to gain i n -
sightc in^o the ch^aicsl -m-.' structursJ. factors affect ing confor-
Eat i jaa l f luc tuat ions , anc". espsci^.Ily tha iden t i f i ca t ion of which
fECtors sra importcr-t is. pr33«rvf.cg the overall t e r t i a r y s t ructure , :
of the solecule , vcuic cor t r ibute to a bet ter understanding of ^-••;; •
th i s '.spsTTtcut are?, oi orc-ieiu s t r u c t u r e . v.V

Progress towarrr; c l i r i fy ing the de ta i l s of the uature of pro-
t a i c r c r i l i t y reauirow an ssp«ri^if!t:t«l technique tha t can identify
thoija Ssg35!it2 of -•clype-ot'.i'r.a chain involved in such t ransient
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fluctuations. Since its introduction ay Lir.ierarrcE-Lang aad his
colleagues in the 1950s (11-13), the hydrogen exchange (K/D)
method has been recognized to offer great potential in this
regard. This is because H to I? exchange rates can differ by as
much as 10 decades in an intact protein (I*-), corrasper.' ->g to tr.a
differences in. the degree cf shielding frcis the solves; provided
at a given site by hydrogen beading and st .z factors in the
tertiary structure. H/D exchange has major adv*. .cages over other
labeling techniques because the D has chenical sad physical prop-
erties almost identical to those of the proton it replaces in the
protein structure, and because potentially l&biie sites are dis-
tributed throughout the protein asd thus allow probing cf the
exchange properties over the whole molecule.

Unfortunately, the factors playing the principal role in the
exchange reaction have not been established and rez^in a subjsct
of debate in the literature. For instance, caa size of the sol-
vent unit needed to facilitate exchange is an open question, and
this has led to the postulation of two distinct stereochcaical
models for exchange. One Eodel, referred to as the cooperative or
local unfolding nechanisc; is hassd on a transient, cooperative
unfolding of a segment of s-scondary structure (14,15). Ilk this
model, access tc the exchangeable protons is aesuaed to be accon-
plished by the extrusion of the ch3in into the bulk 3olvent w,.»ire
the exchange reaction can proceed by normal water cheaiscry. In
the or'- •• model, ref- rred to as the penaurc-tiGc nech^-nisTi, it is
assumed that the exchange rei-- '.or. taitâ  ..-ce, shielded frow the
bulk solvent, within the cighwxy packec core or the proteiti. It
is proposed that the reacting solvent zoiscuies can be diffused
through the protein to the interior sices via ps.thw=tys opeaed by
local atomic fluctuations (ic) and/or by sicbiie defects in the
protein packing (17,18)

A serious drawback of past n./u exchat-ga sxparinents has baea
their inability to relate exchange rates with specific groups or
even regions of the polypaptide chain. The absence of such infor-
mation has limited the utility of exchange aetaods in clarifying
the factors responsible for protein conformatioual mobility, and
has precluded the obtaining of definitive data in support of any
postulated mechanism of the exchange reaction. This liaicatioc
has been generally recognized, au<i recently Xi££ spectroscopy (19-
21) and cheaical analyses (22,2J) have begun to provide data
relating exchange rates to specific structural lectures in the
protein. However, both the KH& and cheEicdl studies involve
state-of-the-art techniques thac can ba diffic-lt tc perfors in
practice. Neutron iiffractfoa is not liaited ic this way; since
it is a crystallographic z;-. •.'-r.iqufe, cha precise location of each
labile site in the well-orcsrec s&gcents cf the protein is knot-?,
and can be examined in the neutron density sij- The process of
assigning a labile sice as V. :^ either H or D character is a
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rather straightforward task because the amplitudes of H and D are
of opposite sign. The practicality oH using neutron diffraction
for H/D analysis vas first shown by Schoenborn and his colleagues
(24,25) and subsequently verified by other investigators (26-29)-

The goal of the study reported here is to analyze the extent
tad sat-are of the iahsrest coafcmational fluctuations in the pro-
tein, trypsin, by a method based on the neutron diffraction—
hydrcgan exchange techniques. The observed pattern of exchange
has "seen used to iava3~igace systematic relationships between
exchangeable sites ar.d t'v? structural and chemical properties of
the nolecuia. Specif ic:_l;', three major parameters have been
evaluated: I) atnjctvrs and E-bonding effects; 2) the effect of
proslnity to solvent; acd 3) the observed vibrationai T- on of
'ihs exchangeable site.

H/D SXCHAS53 IS C?.75TAL1IK2 STS7EKS

Since diffraction aethcds ara limited to the study of crys-
talline protein syatetss, it sight be .-opposed that they could
yield different results frota these obtained vith similar systems
in solution. Sxperinertal evidence indicates, however, that this
13 not the case (30). A series of H/D exchange investigations,
doss to conpsrs the exeftarvze kinetics cf crystalline end of
solv-ated. protein systeas (31-24), deaonstrated that the two
aysteas have very sioilar exchange characteristics-

Coiisidering tha high psrcer.tags; of solvent contained in a
prctein crystal (usually about 507,}. this finding is hardly sur-
prising. Crystailographie studies have shown that protein crys-
tela ara comprised of aa ordered and open array of molecules held
tcgathsr by a relatively snail number of intercolecular contact
points (20,35,35). Sons idea of the protein-solvent content in
ths trypsin crystal (45% sol/ent by voluns) is given by Figure 1,
shieh ehô ra a slice through the trypsin unit cell in the x-y
plane. Tha araa containing the protein has been left blank; the
sas'jered regions ar« solvent cavities. Several of the solvent
eaviuiss are of substantial size; for instance, the middle one
pictured in the upper part of tha figure contains several points
that are at least 1C 2. froa the nearest protein aton.

Gives siailar Cyps3 ef pacV_'.r.g structure for most protein
crystal systess* the protei- solecuisa vithin the crystal lattice
vauid be expected to exhibit cianr of the same chemical traits
found in their solvatec forsz. fhis is consistent with the H/D
studies discussed abovs and vith the observation that ions and
substrates car. be readily diffused through the solvent channels to
Interact with the protein s.olec-oles (30}. It must be acknowledged
that 3oae of the lar-^r "breathing" sodas of the molecule might be
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A typical slice through the s:rypsin usic cell shewing
comparative volunes of protein aad solvent. The slice
is taken through the x-y place and shows twe unit
cells. Protein atoms are located it» the blaalc regions,
and the numbered regions represeat solvent cavities.
The numbers indicate the diatiuce in £ of sach solvent
grid point from the exterior surf&ca of the oroteia.
This isap was calculated by the aathod described iu the
caption of Figure 6.

impeded by lattice forces at points of interaolecular close con-
tact. However, froa the opposite psrsp-- .^s, ic eeaas uaiikely
that a crystal could be formed tinder conditions such that the
packing arrangement of the aolecules icpeie3 a poiat '.. -ch nor-
mally fluctuates with a significant atsplitude.

To assess this point, . i peptides invoivad in tha principal
contact zones were ideatifiec^ &?£. their degraei of exchange were
examined. All bat oae of the - tes were found co b« cciipieteiy

• -.-iZr 1'-*: ' .'...
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exchanged; the exception Is probably due to the site being in a 6-
sheet structure rather than due to the contact. This result
deaonstrated that such inhibition as aight be encountered in the
close contact regions is not a significant factor for the rela-
tively long reaction tice of this experiment. The above finding,
coupled vith the results of other investigations, indicates that
crystallized proteins do provide a good tsodel for the normal con-
feraational motions that the nolecule experiences at a similar
tesperature in solution.

DiTSSMINATIQS OF H/D EXCHANGE RATIOS

The H/D exchange ratios for the aaside peptides reported in
thi3 study were obtained via occupancy factor refinement by the
restrained difference Fourier technique (37). The structure has
been refined at 1.8-S resolution to an P.-factor of 19.1%. The
resulting exchange ratios are subdivided here into three major
categories: 1) unerchangad (C to 15% 3), 2) partially exchanged
(15 to 60* D ) , and 3) fully exchanged (60 to 100% D ) . The mag-
nituda of the general noise f«at'irss observed in the neutron
density caps sade finer gradation of questionable significance.
By lini'.ing tha nucbar of. categories in this canner, one retains
the essential inforKat5.cnal content of the H/D data while guarding
against possible over-interpretatior of the relevance of small
changes ia. exchange ratio.

Ths priasry cbstecle to obtaining sccurats H/B occupancies is
that, st t>e resolution of ths C3ta -asec here, eny errors in the
positional cr themai refinsnan; pr.rscsters of the parent amide
nitrogan ars very likaly to affect the dtts'.":y characteristics of
the paptide proton- FuTthersiore, esp°ri?ice has shown that useful
H/D isfoiEation can ba obtained cnly from well-ordered segments of
the -polype?tide chaia. A substantial fraction of the groups clas-
sified a3 partially exchanged oii the basis of their zero density
wera found to be located ia "loosely ordered" regions of the mole-
cule, This finding leaves the interpretation of the exchange
sts':-. 3 cf these groups cpen tc q-jestion.

la order to circunvant the above problea, several approaches
using a refined aoa-dau'eerated trypsin structure have been
cevissd. The fact that in this structure all exchangeable sites
ara occi-.pied by hydrosan atoms all&ss for a straightforward deans
of assigning a cocfidenca lavel on which individual site occupancy
f&ctorc can ba assessed- In practice, this vas done by inspecting
a difference nap for which the pertice -jrotons were net included
ia the phasing aodsl. For these sites •>. which the observed den-
sity represented approximately a full proton, the errors of the
refined structure could be essucsd ~o be small and aot likely to
interfere with the calculation of the E/D occupancy of the site.
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Conversely, for sites where the proton danaity va3 poorly re-
solved, it could be concluded that there vsre probis^s in the
structure in the vicinity of the sics and that little ccafi-isnca
would be placed in their observed H/I> occupancy. 7hz unexcr&iigad
sites in this category were flagged and are identified is the
caption of Figure 2.

Another aethod currently being developed unes tha differences
in the measured E^O and D2O trypsia data to refins Che occupancies
of the exchangeable sites. A difference cap is calculated by
using the terms (FD „ „ 0 - Fg - a 0 ) . The differences in the
terns reflect, by ^and4 large, ^ differences ia solvent scat-
tering (H20 and D20 have very different scattering lengths) and
H/D exchange; the protein contribution is canceled out since it J.3
effectively the sase in both the H2O and u^J structures- By
dealing properly with the solvent cosponant of ths siifareaca
vector it is possible to isolate the scattaritig due to the
exchanged sites alone. This type of rafizacieai: has several
advantages over conventional approaches. Firat, since it is
assumed that there is no protein contribution in the H<>C% - D',0
difference vector, effects on the peptlde prstoa due to ssail
errors in the protein model are ainittized. Sacoi'.di £ha auciber of
paraoeters to be refined dacreaseo significantly, froa several
thousand to several hundred, without a concoxaicaiit cacresse ir. the
observed number of data, thus greatly increasing the data-tc-
parameter ratio.

PATTESN 0? EXCHANGE AS A FUNCTION OS 7SE ST?~.CTUitZ ASS FOLDIKC 07
THE PROTEIN

The H/D exchange of the trypair crystal was carried out for
about one year at a pH of 7, at 20 «. Of the 215 exchangeable
amide peptide groups in tryp3in, 63% were found to be fully ex-
changed, 8% partially exchanged, and 24% unexchanged. The ex-
change character of each individual psptice group is represented
scheaatically in Figure 2. This pattern corresponds to ":'ae cumu-
lative result of the exchange process throughout the tot^ apan of
the D20 soaking of the cry3tal: ones a D replaces an H in the
structure, any further exchange that may cccur is between D atoms,
because of the very low concentration of H in the soaking
solution.

One limitation of this ty?e of experiment is that it _-.*. dis-
tinguish only between sites that exchange quickly ana sites that
exchange slowly relative to the possible time-fraae over which rae
reaction is allowed to proceed. Although in theory quantitative
exchange rate constants can be obtained for the partially ex-
changed sites, in practice the precise pK in the crystal aid ths
effective period of soakir.g are cifficulc to esciaate. The c-i&soa
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?ig^ 2. Schesatis representation of S/D exchange at each amide
peptide sits In the trypsin molecule. Key: Full
exchangee . partial exchange a , unexchanged • , proline
@ , sequence 'nsertions v , deletions ft (based on the
chynotrypsinogen Eaoberittg" oche1- ), carboxylate side
chains 0 . Faptide H3 and carboayl oxygens are shown
whan H-booded. Disuifiie bridges are indicated by
broad lines. Because of the effects of thermal motion
or local disorder, the H/!) exchange information for
residues 60-62, 110-111, and 147-150 is not reliable.

for this is that whsa the crystal is isountsd in the capillary for
izz& collection—a process of 3evaral aonths' duration—the
"scthsr liquor" is removed froa direct contact with it, and,

h the crystal reiisins is. &v. environment of high relative
Jrunidity, one cannot assuso that exchange proceeds at the same
rate es ixx solution. Such ?. ^5.tuation does not allow for the
c&lcul&tioft of sbEoluta rate coc.star.ts. However, as will be seen
fron the following discussion, the semi-quantitative results
obtained give a great de, of it:3î ht regarding the relationship
cf She reactivity of a r,;.ce to itr ' r-jctural environment.
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Figure 2 shows that <. .abstaaiiai majority of trie
sites are located in regions of the polypeptide c'r,a.in. correspond-
ing to the 3-shset structures of the protein. The core of ths

: trypsin molecule consists basically of two large 3-3haet units
; called S-barrels. Each S-barrel is comprised cf sis anti-parallel
| strands laced together by & necvork of hydrogen bonds; ths tvo
[ barrel units are themselves linked by several hydrogen-bonding
[ interactions.
L «
{ Details of the exchange pattern aa a fraction of the
; hydrogen-bondidg structure and fol- -^ within these two 3-barral
t units are illustrated in Figura 3, in which side-chair, groups were
\ omitted to permit an unencumbered view of the iatrasolecuiar cain-
I chain hydrogen bonding. Forty-five of the 52 unexehanged peptide
j hydrogens are located ir. these 3-sheet structures* (The black
j dots represent unexchangea peptide protons.) This observation is
• consistent with Salemme's modeling studies, which ehovad that
[ extended S-sheet struc'-res C3n withstand substantial deformation
I - without disrupting their H-bonding network (3S). The nodeling
I studies also predicted that ths edges of the sheet undergo
; relatively larger H-bonding disruptions. It is interesting that
•, ' the 11 peptide groups in the /3-=j>.=ats which a.ra exchanged are
: located at the edges, in agreement with this prediction.

Even though the adds pap tide sites which coapriss the
central regions of the sheas structures are ;:• a large extent
unexchanged, they are not fully shielded fro= *. _vsr»t. Signifi-
cant information regarding the accessibility of chese eites somes
from the exchange behavior of the hydroxyl group of the Ser 54
side chain. As seen in Figure 4, which shovs a segtieni: of buried
8~sheet (residues 43-45, 53-56), the Sar !. jroup forms nydrogea
bonds to 43 0 and 55 KH. Thus, it is e::.-iî a in tha aaia S-sheet
network and consequently has the saae csgree of protection as its
neighboring peptide groups. This hydroxyi group is found to be
almost fully exchanged, while tha .̂iside proton of residue 55 is
unexchanged, as are Its neighbors..

~ The exchange of the OH group, which is considerably nore
reactive than peptide NH groups (13,14), demonstrates that coafor-
mational fluctuations large enough to expose tiia 3-sheat region to
attack by the solvent do occur, but not with su," ,::ier.t probabil-
ity for the slower peptide exchange to progress appreciably within

! the time-frame of the experiment.

The exchi..,.: characteristics of an a-heiix unit appear to be
different from those of the S-sheet. 'in the two short segaeals of
a-helix in the molecule, the amide paptide grcups are almost
totally exchanged. In the C-fiarainai helix the cnly fully unex-
changed sites, I 238 and I 242, ara located along the interface
between the helix and two strands of £-shget» A sliiilar exchiage
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4f

Fig. 3. Top: 2-barrel structure 1 composed of resldue.3 27-
113. Tha 0-barreI ia conprised of the six strands
schematically sbova In the upper half of Figure 2. In
the ball and stick representation anexchanged amide
proton are designated by heavy lined circles with
dashed lines denoting their hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions * Bottom: g-barrel structure 2 composed of
residues 1Z9-230. Tse six strand3 of the barrel are
s?-iov£ la t'-e love? half of yigure 2. Ball and stick
representation sacs cs above.
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Fig. 4. Section of g-sheet structure residues 43-45 and 53-56
showing uaia-chaiii a teas (and the side chain of Ser
54). Because of a bulge in the sheet, the H-bocd
interaction between 43 0 and 55 NH cannot be made
directly. The bonding structure of the sheet is
maintained (dashed linss) through the mediation of tha
side chain of Sar 54. The hydroxyi proton Gf the
serine is almost fully axchsngad for a -, yet the amide
proton of Ala 55 to v/hlch the hydroxyi oxygen ia fl-
bonded remains unexcrnnged.

pattern is found for two of the helices In ribcnuclease (26). In
addition, Phillips has reported (29) that the unexchasj.-.i sites in
oxyayoglobin are located predominantly on the inside, lass acces-
sible scrfaces of the helices. The rinding that exchange seems to
be impeded only at points of intramolecular contact suggests thac
steric shielding plays an important role in exchange of helices.

CORRELATION 0? EXCHANGE WITH PACKING DENSITY AND NUMBER 0?
NEIGHBORING HYDROGEN BONDS

The discussion above presents qualitative arguments sug-
gesting that exchange characteristics display a fundamental
dependence on the degree of local secondary structure. The devel-
oyi£=t of a more quantitative relationship for clarifying tha
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exchange properties of the different sites would require the con-
struction of a detailed model of the influences of each structural
feature within the local vicinity. For a general understanding of
the correspondence between exchange and readily computed indices
of local structure, either of two simple parameters has been found
to provide a high (though by no means -Tfect) correlation with
the experimental findings.

It ha-, been shown that accurate assessments of secondary
structure can be derived from computed atonic packing densities
when radii cf 6 to 9 & are used (39). The packing density ««?
calculated by placing the oi"igJ.« o£ a spher .. cl a chosen r^ius at.
an amide peptide site and counting the number of enclosed atoms; a
radius of 7 & was found to give good results and was chosen for
the analysis presented here. To gain additional insight on the
effect of .structure, the number of neighboring H-bonds was also
computed for each amide peptids nitrogen.

Tha heavier line in Figure 5 traces the packing density of
the pepiide nitrogens as a function of their residue number; the
tmeschanged pepti.de groups are marked at the top of the figure.
Comparison c£ this curve vith the schematic in Figure 2 shows that
the regions of highest packing density correspond to the 6-sheet
Bsgaants of the protej.n. Ceuversaly, points of low density are
seen to be associated usually with segments of the polypeptide
chain which are in turns or loops.

oq UNEXCHAMG6O A.MIQE P£PTiDES 8

iMkmMkm
^ ŝ

si o

^ ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ f*^ ^ ^ '-T* t "1
 '.I? {Lt ^^* f** CD CD O"* CT* ~' *-• ~-* - - -

Packing density profi",.e of trypsin, showing the number
of ato-as (heavier line) p.- -p.in-chain hydrogen bonds
(lightar line) corxtained within a 7-S sphere around
esch aside peptide proton cf the molecule. Unexchanged
groups are designated as crosses at the top of the
figure.
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The averaga packing density is 117 atcms/7 3 radius for the
exchanged groups and 161 for the unexchanged 3ites. The pa
density has an upper bound of about 130 atoisa/7 £, ana for
third3 of the unexchanged sites it rangea frosm 160 to 175. If 4
threshold value of 160 ia chosaa, a surprisingly distinct parti-
tioning of the two exchange populations ie found: 78% of th«
unexchanged sices, and only 5% of the exchanged eices. fcsve t
packing density >I60.

The degree of local structure can he aiailarly apprasiaated
by counting the number of main-chain hydrogen "conds within a de-
fined sphere of enclosure. Ths ploc (lighter line in Figure 5) of
the number of such H-bonds in. a. 7—% sphere around each paptide
nitrogen shows, overalls a strong correlation to tha packing pro-
file. Since packing density acd the nunsber of tiydrogea bonds are
closely interdependent, this general correspondence is 'impacted,
but it is interesting that their structures al3o are closely
correlated.

On average, within the 7~£ sphere an a'Achar̂ ged 3ite has 6.2
main-chain H-bonds, and an unaxchangad sits has 9.1. Howsver,
about 6% of the fully exchanged sites have a nunber of S-boads
comparable with the average for the uaexchangec! sites—a dejgraa of
correspondence similar tc that found for the packing Ci
analysis.
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In suuEtary, vhat these two pacldLag analyses show is that ex-
change characteristics follow a path parallel to the amount of
local structure, a conclusion which is consistent with most pro-
posed mechanisms of exchange. An informative aspect of this
analysis would be to study those sites which have been identified
as deviating from the general rules, and to attempt to assess what
special properties might cause their abnormal behavior.

RATES OF EXCHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF PROXIMITY TO SOLVENT

As a first approximation, one night expect the degree of
exchange of sites located near the surface of the molecule to be
greater than that of the interior sites. This relationship was
evaluated by computing the distance from each peptide proton to
the nearest bulk solvent interface by the method described in the
caption of Figure 6.

Fig. i, Exchange ratios (0 to 100% B) of the peptide NK sites
"" plotted aa a function cf their distance from the bulk

solvent:. Internal water cavities were not considered
in the analysis. Ths molecular envelope was calculated
with an atoaic radius of 1.4 % used for all atom types
including hydrogen. A radius of this size, when
applied tc hydrogen, overssticates the molecular
volumes cf aost groMps and therefore tends to extend
the envelope outside the bounds cf the molecule defined
by the coordinates of the static structure. However,
in this typ-s z--2 analysis it was thought to be important
to enlarge she molecular envelope slightly to take into
account the small vibrational notions and positional
disorder of the surface residues, effects vhich also
slightly increase tha taolecular boundary. Thus, the
resulting site-to-3olvent distances are defined here to
reflect a laasimun distance, that is, a distance of 1 8
represents a true distance of 0 to 1 S. to solvent, a
distance of 1 ?. represents 1 to 2 ft, and so forth.
Note t-at in most instances solvent proximity as de-
fined here (shortest distance to the solvent interface)
vould not be expected tc correlate exactly with solvent
accessibility because the lov energy pathway by which a
site is accessed by solvsnt does not necessarily corre-
spond to the pathway z defines the shortest dis-
tance. Exchange categories are partitioned as follows:
1) uxiexchatiged (0 to 15% D ) , 2) partially exchanged (15
to 60% D), 3) fully exchanged (50 to 100% D ) .

'•'ifr^i^^^Tr^^/^-T^^r-hw^'T^-yii a^y?-^-'". .••r^^^^---
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Pig. 7. Region around Tyr 29. The Tyr 29 aaida proton is
located near the ceatsr of tha figure. The soida
peptide is contained in a structural unit called a S-
tum and can ba seen to be sandwiched between a psroliae
(28) and the tyrcsins side chain and thus affectively
shielded from aoi^ent.

I
1
I
• I

The average distance becween paptide sites and the aolvant
interface was deterŝ .vad to ba 3.8 §., arid, as anticipated, the
great majority of uaexchanged sites (>90%) were found to be
located at least 4 % froia the iaterfe.ce (?igiirs 6). Figure 2
shows a strong correlation between une-iccbauged groups and the H-
bonded sites in 6-sheet structures. Sinca the g-structures in
trypsin are found on average Kore deeply buried in the protein
(3.8 &) than the renaining residues (2.3 A ) , it is important to
separate out the effects of structure arji depch before concluding
that H-bonding has a dominant role. The average depth of the 11
fully exchanged sites located in tha S-3heet structures was found
to be 4.0 &. Tnis corresponds closely to the average depth (3.8
8.) of the total 8-sheet population, implying that distance co the
solvent is not a primary factor in determining exchange charac-
teristics of 0—structures.

Of the non-S-sheet sites, the 133 fully exchanged sites were
located at an average distance of 2.1 & from the solvent, and the
7 unexchanged sites at 4.3 &. This might suggest that in non-S-
sheet regions the depth effect could be a real one, but it is
important to note that 6 of the 7 sites are involved in H-bonding
either to main-chain carbonyl oxygans (in o-heiix conformation) or
to side-chain groups. The single unexchanged site that can be
assumed to remain protected frota solvent by steric factors alone
is Tyr 29. A view of she vicinity cf residue (figure 7)
clearly shows that the Tyr ring is posiCL.^ied in front of the

~1"* -Yv. ̂  ":* • . • ' V ••'•
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\ psptida K2 in such « vay so to effectively block approaching sol-
\ vest. Siasilar eteric interference is observed at several sites
t thst do exchange, but this case is uniqv.e in that the tertiary
' folding of tas protein in this region iE 3uch as to eliminate any
•t, possibility that tha ring cculd move a sufficient distance to
\ espose tha anide group.
\
| Eke solvent proximity calculation showed that 27X (36 sites)
J of tal fully exchanged sites were located 4 % or deeper from the
! surface; ia fact, as naasy as 20 (152) wera at 5 £ or deepei.
I Since access by these site? tG solvent vould presumably require
| sone substantial conformational fluctuations, the neighboring
j structures around these 2C groups were examined to determine
» whether tiwy ware close to one of the several interior water
| cavitise ia ths colecuie. This analysis confirmed that most of
| these groups were indeed located close to one or several interior
• waters (9 3!H sitas form direct H-bonds to s vater). Thus, if the
• distance to the solvent interface is redefined to include interior
s waters, the average depth cf these 20 sites decreases by 2.6 3., to
| 2.5 g.

| A relevant finding with regard to the waters in the interior
I c&vitiea is that they are fully exchanged for B20, which suggests
5- that there is frea solvent exchange betveen bulk and interior
? water. It is noteworthy that in a number of cases these water
i cavities are sealed off from exterior water by only one or two
| side-chsin interactions. The reoriantatien of the side chains to
j allow free solvent contact with tha bulk phase would he expected
i to reqaire significantly lower energy than structural fluctuations
£ thst break 2&i2r-ch.ain hydrogen bonds. Hence, it is plausible that
• the breaking cf a. snail nueber of hydrogen bonds surrounding these
\ internal cavities sight, rej. esent natural low energy pathvay3 for
I solvent access to interior groups.

• A crucial issue concerning ths mechanism of the exchange re-
\ action is whether accessibility to solvent, regardless of the
I local structure, is a sufficient condition, alone, to promote ex-
f Changs. Direct data relevant to this point are illustrated in
•| Figure 3, which shov? a rsgion of S-sheet containing an occluded
| water molecule betveo-: -^ctides 215 and 227. There is a highly
\ ordered wster molecule perpendicular to the plane of the S-sheet
I which hydrogen-bonds both to carbonyl oxygens and to Ser 190 0y
] (not shown). (A sitailar arrangement of 6-sheet H-bondlng to an
' occluded 'j?atar is observed in five other places in the trypsln
j molecu.ls.) The refinement results indicate that both th^ 213 and
1 the 227 esiide peptides are hydrogenated, net deuterated. Clearly,
' 3olvent has accaas tc these sites, as dfteonatrated by the obser-
f vation ths* the adjacent 214 ffil is fully exchanged; this suggests
I that structure effects ars dominant over solvent proximity
i effaces.
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Fig. 8. A segment of 5-sheet structure showing the H/D exchg
characteristics of the S-tum defissd by residues 47-
52. This segment shows the H-bond interaction tetueaa
227 NH and 215 0, and between 227 0 sad 215 ME. Aa
ordered D20 molecule shares this H-fcond6 yet the pej.
tide NH's are unexchanged. The locations of the D9e 03
the D2O molecule were detsraiaed froa the neutron den-
sity map, to indicate directly how the DjO was oriented
relative to the coordination Uganda (21.5 0 and 227
0). Note that the 214 duide is fully exchanged* Cal-
culations indicate that the 214 and 215 aside protoot
are equally close to the solvent interface. Their
respective hydrogen bond strengths arc quite differ-
ent. The 227 0 to 215 S hydrogen bond is classified at
normal (2.9 & ) , whsreao the 227 0 to 214 K distance i»
quite long (3.5 § ) , indicating a weak interaction.

•••--?

I

TEMPERATURE FACTOR CORRELATIONS

The molecular structure determined by a crystallographic
analysis is, by the nature of the technique, a tiae-averaged
sampling of the protein molecule and can be viewed as a static
representation of the low energy conformer of the molecule.
However, investigators have atteupted to gain insight into the
phenomenon of dynamic mobility by using temperature factor data
from detailed x-ray analyses of several proteins (3,4,40). The
attraction of this method is that it identifies specific groups in
the protein structure whose locations shov . .oitional variation
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due to thermal motion. However, the method has several limita-
tions. Protein dynamics as described by temperature factor corre-
lations involve small atonic displacements (around 0.5 to 1.5 8)
end thus represent as a class rather low energy confonaatioral

; fluctuations. The types of fluctuations usually associated with
biological processes such as ligand binding, allosteric effects,

; etc., are generally assumed to involve larger motions than those
: described by thersal factors • In addition, at the resolution

level of normal protein r'."usture analysis (i.e., belt-- atomic
: resolution), accurate individual temperature factor values (B-

factors) are difficult to obtain. Lac-' -ends of group B-factorB
; offer a considerably more reliable measure of motion; therefore,
i during the refinement procedure, B-factors are usually constrained
•f in sojsa fashion to be similar to those of their near neighbors.

i Steraberg et el. have attempted an ambitious use of thermal
• factor parameters to describe correlated rigid body motilities of
J extensive segments e£ polypsptide chain (3). They used a sophis-
, ticat.£d Eathaasaticsl treatment to assess the modes of intramolec-
; uiar motion (so-called hinge—bending motions) between the two
! major globular lobes in. lysosyns. They conclude from their
• asslyals that temperature factor iafornation offers only weak
l evidence for any hinge-bending motr'.o-ss. This suggests that, if
t the couplad nodes cf taoveTnenc ' sen tha two lobes exist in
j lysczyEe, "hey are structural fluctuations of the high-energy,
j ehort-livee" -pa.

"'ha above conclusions are corroborated by the findings of
this ssutron analysis (27). The correlation between individual

• aside peptide tsaparatura factors a:id E/0 exchange ratios is given
u in Figure 9- As expected, the unascrianged amide groups are dis-

tributed £E a r."-row range at low r.smp=rature factors, which in-
| dicatas --f.t they art. located predominantly in interior, highly
• structured regions of the protein. It is somewhat surprising,
j perhepe, to find that aiany of ths fully exchanged sites are also
) distributed near the lov end of the temperature factor scale.
| Tnie ouggssts that they, too. are highly ordered, at least on a
' crystallographic tise-siaie, but must become sufficiently exposed
3 to SiJlv^n; as a function of the general '•> -.Sing modes of the
\ protein to promote erchasge.

; The tanparatyre factor data shov a strong correlation between
I large r-£a:tcrs and exchange, but, since many exchanged interior
• eitss hsve 3-ractcr val-.tes comparable with those of the unex-
< chasgsd sit?.3t it can be concluded Uhst no distinct correlation
; esiats batween ehs potrantiel exchange o£ en interior site and its
-• obserred theraal aotioc This is verified by similar results from
,> ether S/D exchsngs—neutron diffr on analyses (26,29). This
{ finding has a rather important implication with respect to the use

of crvftellographically cletencined tenperature factors to describe
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Fig. 9. Plot of exchange ratios of the paptide NH cites as a
funct..wii of their eKp»ricentally deterained teaperatuce
faitars. Exchange categories ara tas saoe as in Figure
6.

protein motions. Although these psratsaters have been shown to be
of value in identifying local dyaaaic trends involving small
atomic displacements, tht, ..ipear to provide no sy=.anatic infor-
mation about the characteristics of tha larger-scale breathing
modes of a protein.

DISCUSSION USD CONCLUSIONS

• • %

It

In summary, the findings show that under the conditions of
the trypsin experiment (pH 7, 20°C, 1 year soaking) all sites are
fully exchanged except those which are especially well protected
by the structure. Essentially all the sites in vhich the peptide
hydrogens are bonded directly to water molecules—eit> in the
bulk solvent regions or in interior clusters—-are fully exchanged.
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; No significant inhibition of peptide exchange was apparent at
colecular contact poiv.:> in the crystal, at hydrophobic side
chains, or as a function of degree of vibrational motion of the

: site, except when any of f' ••-* also corresponded to hydrogen-
; bonded structures. Furthermore, cost of the sites in which the

peptide hydrogens are involved in isolated hydrogen bonds to
'• either side-chain groups or main-chain carbonyls are fully or
f partially exchanged. The exchange pattern also suggests that an
• aside peptide group within a g-sheet unit is more highly protected
% than one in an a-helix. Finally, those sites in the 6-sheet
! structures which not only are hydrogen-bonded to main-chain pep-
} t-.'ias but also are flanked by similarly bound peptides, are, to a
i •••-ry large extent, unexchanged.
t

' It is useful to assess the implications of these iindings
i with re*" to the relationships between the exche-"'-? chemistry
! and the dyuanic properties of the protein. To sus=<Aiize briefly
• the differences between the two proposed stereochemical mechanisms
i for exchange, fluctuations of the type described by "local
\ unfolding" are larger and require greater energy than those
• usually envisioned for the "penetration" model. However, since
{ the exchange step, when the protein is in the unfolded state, is
I assumed to take place in bulk, solvent by normal water chemistry,
[ It should be a lower energy process than the corresponding step
; proposed for the penetration mechanism, in which exchange is
'•• assumed to occur buried in the protein matrix without the i.nflu-
• ence of full solvation. Although the two models as normally de-

fined are physically quite different, it is reasonable to assume
i that neither model adequately describes the exchange chemistry and
'. that the actual mechanism may well involve some elements of both.
; It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to differen-
: tiate between the extremes of these models and possible inter-

mediate cases by using information based solely on the exchange
iata: thus, a more definitive solution to the problem will
probably involve soma fora of a companion modeling study.

Conceding the ioint that a coaplete solution awaits further
analysis, it is stixl evident that considerable new information on
the details of protein dynamics can be obtained by analyzing the

; exchange behavior vithin ce^Tiin types of structural domains. A
case in point is the struc .1 unit pictured in Figure 10. The

. peptide chain including residues £3-53 ma/.es a turn at groups 48-
; 51 and folds back to form a segment of antipasrallel sheet struc-

ture. The groups at the turn are oriented in a commonly occurring
conformation referred to in protein structure nomenclature (41) as
a S-turn. (It is characterised by an H-bonding interaction
between she carbonyl oxygen o?. ire fire, residue in the turn and
the aside nitrogen of ths fourth residue.) This type of turn
ferss a highly compact unit zvA is a very efficient way for the
protein to change its chain direction. (41).

--.*.. .'•*.-, -*•.. ,J,f. •*-*'-~rj-
 T
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Fig. 10. A segment of 3-sheet structure showing the E/D exchange
characteristics of the 3-tura defined by residues 47-
52.

To exchange the proton3 In the hydrcgen-fcoaded structure la
the turn (43 and 51 NH), two types of translocatioti of the chain
are possible. The first ty-.e iavolves the cocpex-stivs breaking of
the hydrogen-bon-iing networks along ths two strands (in zipper
fashion) from the beginning (44 S-53 0, 44 0-53 H, etc.) and pro-
ceeding towards the 6-turn (the end of the zippsr). '-"he second
type of translocation is characterized by a cuch ptialler set of
motions. Here the amide peptides of 43 sad 51 could becoaa ex-
posed to solvent by complementary rotatioc.3 around the <t>, it angles
of their respective peptide boridŝ  Model building studies in this
laboratory indicate that this could occur within the energetically
acceptable limits of such rotations ar.d would lead to a smaller
disruption of the local hydrogen boudir.3.

The observed exchange pattern in trypsin strongly supports
the latter model. If a cooperative "unzipping" of the strands
occurred, all the groups that were unzipped would be expected :o
exchange; certainly it is not plausible that the groups experi-
encing the largest not:' DHS in the process could reaiain unes-
changed, as the data ladicate they do. TL.O smaller motions
described by the cooperative 1? , $ rotations seem to explain the
exchange pattern better, and they are fully consistent with the
exchange of the a-helix units.

Thu.s the cost likely model to explain this observed exchange
behavior seeias to be one involving localized conforaational nobil-
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Ity, with the cost probable fluctuations being those characterized
by a degree of "regional neltins" usually limited in extent to the
br*aki--; -• s saall number c£ E-bonds (27). The term "regional
issltir.s .-.sec here to describe a variation of the local on-
folding ma del cf ezchatsge which dees cos require the chain to be
extruded into the bulk 3olvar.t for exchange to occur; the recon-
foroatioc process is liair ', ta the cooperative breaking of
several hydrogen bond*, ras-citing in the formation of a aolvent-
filled cleft in tli-9 protein, surface. The exchange is assumed to
taka place within the clefts provided the cleft becomes large
enough to pem.Lt the solvent nclecxles to arrat^e themselves in a
starecchealcally productive orientation vith respect to the
ezcb.ssgs site.

These etariac-chsteicsl considerations, although not well under-
etecd, aeea to be an important if not dominant factor in deter-
mining whether a site will exchange. For example, it is inter-
eating that the H/2 reaction seams to be very sensitive to iden-
tifyiag structural defects. ?or arample, although the NH's of
reeidues 47 and 48 3eam to share a common H-bond interaction to 51
0, otsly 47 regains unexchanged. This type of bifurcated inter-
actioa ±3 a type of H-boading effect called a 8-bulge and occurs
t'hsa the B-shaet K-boad interactions along the two strands become
partially out of regiater. The integrity of the structure is
preserved by "looping-out" ena residue, in thi3 case 48* Thus,
although the NH cf Asn 43 has the correct alignment for an H-bond,
its distance to 51 0 is toe long (3.5 R vs. 2.3 & for residue 47)
te bs classified as an K-bond, and hence it becomes more suscep-
iib.le to exctiasg-2 ir.t-.n its hydrogen-bocded neighbor. A similar 6-
bulge structure is shovn in ?isi:ra 8. This likewise show3 that
the looped-out residue (?.!'>> exchanges while \>.e adjacent amide
paptide of 215, vhich do^s fcra a good E-bond, does not. However,
other subtle factors are likely to be involved besides H-bonding
effacts; thus, tha verification of this assumption must wait until
medeiisg studies are performed.

In suazEsry, the finding that rates of exchange are highly
correlated to tr.a structural features of the protein, especially
hydrogen bonding arid packing density, is consistent with the
hypothesis that the segments of a protein molecule continually
ocdargo local' conformational fluctuations in which interior sites
occasionally beccna aligned in cria^tations making them chemically
reactive with solvent taoiecalss.. However, there is no evidence
that extensive retonformaticn of the polypeptide chain is neces-
sary to expose evan the well-buried exchanged sites. The finding
that full exchange occurs at regioca of direct contact of adjacent
ECiecules in the crystal, vhsra gross motion is certainly mini-
niaed, indic-itss that outside ths B-3heet structures relatively
lisited displaoscents c£ the. structure suffice to provide the
nacescary access to enable, exchange to proceed. This is also
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borne out by the complete exchange of Internally occluded water '!
molecules. Although ic seeas likely that solvent cavities provide £
latural pathways for access to seas of the deeply buried sie !< >
trypsia, the principal results of this e- '.sent are not la v
accord with a mechanism based on tr.z premise .̂iat depth of burial i
of a site is the primary factor governing its rate of exchange. •
The nost likely model to espiain the observed exchange behavior :

seens to be one involving localized conforaational mobility, vitb '-
the cost probable fluctuations being those characterized by * ''i
degree of "regional melting" usually limited in extant to ch» \
breaking of only a small nuaber of hydrogen bonds. .;;.
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DISCUSSION

WL03AKER: Most of the models invol .^g cooperative unzio-
pering of a-helices were apparently based on the properties of tha
amino-terniinal helix in ribonuclease, where th is behavior was
la te r actually observed in the neutron s t ruc ture . Since this nay
be an exception rather than the rule, i t slight he interesting to
compare the properties cf t h i s halix with those of tha casfaoxyi e-
helix in trypsin. Could you t e l l tie whether the enci of thia helix
i s actual ly strongly held in place, or whether the helix i s sup-
ported only on the side containing the protected anides?

KOSSIAKO??: The C-tsrsinai o-heiix in trypsia iniarart9
through hydroahobic contact vrith e segment cf S-shaet structi re.
This contact area has properties typical of those c-3 interact ona
characterized by Chothia and his colleagues. In addition tb.r-.e. u
an ion-pair interaction between the terminal carboxyl groaj. and a
side-chain lysine (Lys 8S) on the body of the s-eVi&ez dc-rnaia.
This suggests cr.at noveaeat cf the tenainal a-helix could be re-
strained to soae extent, and that the contacting surface of cha
helix should have an inherently higher dagres of protacCivii than
the outer surface. Contrary to the trypsia case, the terminal
helix of ribotiuclease has no interactions of i t s end with the itaia
body of the protein. Therefore, i t i s not surpr:.-iag thai you
found in your neutron analysis the f i r s t eight peptidas to be
fully exchanged. This finding, however, cannot be interpreted to
suggest cooperative "unzippering" as the prsferrsd aechaniam for
exchange. In fact, these exchange data ars consistent with tha
"regional melting" concept proposed in th is paper.
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